2nd Global Diplomacy Lab
Istanbul, Thursday, June 4th – Sunday, June 7th, 2015

Fragmentation vs. Integration
Towards a More Inclusive Global Order

Thursday, June 4th, 2015

Until 15:00  Arrival, check-in

HOTEL ADAHAN
ASMALI MESCIT MAH.
GENERAL YAZGAN SOKAĞI NO:14
BEYoğlu / ISTANBUL 34430

16:00  Warm-up activity

Gallery Walk
Gallery visits and introduction of the participants by means of
gallery exhibits (members will be invited to pick an art object
and explain how it relates to their personal and/or professional
background, and/or the conference topic).

Accompanied by:
Serra Gözören, Contemporary Istanbul

Venues: Gaia Gallery, Arter, Alan

18.45  Transfer to the Historical Summer Residence of the German
Ambassador in Tarabya

SUMMER RESIDENCE OF THE GERMAN AMBASSADOR IN TARABYA
YENIKÖY CAD. NR: 88
TARABYA-ISTANBUL

20:00  Welcome Reception
On invitation of Ambassador Eberhard Pohl in the historical
summer residence of the German ambassador in Tarabya

Welcome by Ambassador Eberhard Pohl and Ruprecht
Polenz, Dean of the Global Diplomacy Lab
Friday, June 5th, 2015

Venue: Cezayir Restaurant

7:30  Breakfast

8:15  Transfer to the Cezayir Restaurant

CEZAYIR RESTAURANT
HAYRIYE CADDESİ 12, GALATASARAY,
BEYpleted, 34425 ISTANBUL

9:00  Introductory Key Note:
“Status update on the current global system – implications of
the overhaul of the post 1945/ post 1989 world order”

Speaker:
Soli Özel, Professor of International Relations, Kadir Has
University Istanbul and Richard von Weizsäcker Fellow,
Robert Bosch Academy

9:30  Fishbowl
The fight against religious extremism and terrorism: which role
for diplomacy?

Speakers:
Sanem Guner, Assistant Director at the Hollings Center for
International
Soli Özel, Professor of International Relations, Kadir Has
University Istanbul and Richard von Weizsäcker Fellow,
Robert Bosch Academy
Nuhu Ribadu, Chairman of the Petroleum Revenue Task Force
and Former Chairman of the Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission, Abuja, Nigeria

Chaired by:
Tobias Leipprand, Executive Director of LEAD

11:00  Coffee Break

11:30  Group discussions
In search of a Global Civics: who does what?

This session aims at unravelling challenges of fragmentation and
integration associated to the professional fields of the GDL
members, namely, supranational and governmental organisations,
academic institutions, CSOs, private enterprises.
Input and facilitation:

**Hakan Altinay**, President of the Global Civics Academy

13:00  **Lunch**  
Speaker:  
**Nuhu Ribadu**, Chairman of the Petroleum Revenue Task Force and Former Chairman of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, Abuja, Nigeria

Chaired by:  
**Tobias Leipprand**, Executive Director of LEAD

14.45  **Transfer to Site Visits**

15.00  **Site Visits: Turkish-Armenian Reconciliation**  
Anadolu Kültür, AGOS, Tarlabası Community Center, Hrant Dink Foundation

17.30  **Transfer to Cezayir Restaurant**

18.00  **Sharing experiences of Site Visits**

19.00  **Transfer to Restaurant Galata Kiva**

**RESTAURANT GALATA KIVA**  
GALATA KULEŞİ MEYDANI NO:4  
BEYOĞLU ISTANBUL

19.30  **Dinner**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturday, June 6th, 2015</th>
<th>Venue: Tarabya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 7:30  | Breakfast and Transfer to the Historical Summer Residence of the German Ambassador in Tarabya  
**SUMMER RESIDENCE OF THE GERMAN AMBASSADOR IN TARABYA**  
YENIKOY CAD. NR: 88  
TARABYA-ISTANBUL |
| 9:30  | **Speech:** “What Design methods can teach us for shaping a new kind of diplomacy?”  
Speaker:  
**Brenton Caffin**, NESTA, Director of Innovation Skills |
10:30  **Coffee break**

11:00  **Peer-to-peer Open Space “Networked Diplomacy”**
Format “Each one teach one”: Each GDL participant brings unique diplomatic insights and perspectives to Istanbul. We would like to encourage the members to share them with the other participants by hosting a “teaching a diplomatic skill” session. The focus of this session will be on practical and creative skills rather than projects. Every participant can propose to host a 1-hour interactive session or discussion round. Participants choose the sessions they are most interested in.

Idea: In a more complex world, diplomacy occurs both inside and outside of formal diplomatic circles. How to recognize weaknesses and strengths of different actors and to build synergies among them, allowing regulation without falling into the fallacy of control, is key for effective policy making.

Explore existing innovative examples of international cooperation from different topic areas (trade, humanitarian, environmental, security issues) and across different groups (national, local governments, business associations, foundations, and grass roots groups) and identify the instruments, processes and skills that make their cooperation a success.

In short: What can traditional diplomats and other international actors learn from each other? How can they cooperate towards mutually desirable outcomes?

13:00  **Lunch**

14:00  **Open Situation Room**
The role of Turkey in the new multi-polar world – Is the ‘zero problems with neighbors’ policy a model for the future?

Speaker:
**Fuat Keyman**, Director of Istanbul Policy Center and Professor of International Relations at Sabancı University

Facilitator:
**Emre Tunçalp**, Managing Partner, Sidar Global Advisors
A situation room is a place where government officials gather in times of crisis to collect information and coordinate activities. Inspired by this example, it is a location designed for debate and discussion, rather than for command and control. It is an atelier politique, an information centre and a meeting place for decision makers, artists, students, analysts and journalists.

16.30 **Coffee Break**

17.00 **Idea Gallery**
Participants will present a project they currently work on or an idea they developed during the Open Space session. Means of presentation are posters (projects) or flipcharts (new idea).

18:30 Transfer to the pier

19:00 **Dinner cruise on Bosporus and Party**

22:30 Transfer to the hotel

---

**Sunday, June 7th, 2015**  
**Venue: Hotel Adahan**

9:30 **Global Diplomacy Lab – quo vadis?**

**Agenda:**
1. Looking back onto the 2nd GDL: Feedback
2. Taking stock: Where does GDL stand today? Discussion on the topic of the 3rd Lab, 5-8 November 2015 in Berlin
3. Planning for the future: Berlin 2015 and beyond

**Facilitation:**
Elected members of the Advisory Council

13:00 **Lunch**

14.00 **Individual Departure**